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COUNTERING TRANSNATIONAL ORGANIZED CRIME (CTOC)

CORRUPTION

ChinaTalk: How Corruption Works in China
Jordan Schneider – Lawfare: 14 July 2020

How can China be so corrupt and yet grow so fast? What’s the relationship between corruption and competent governance? Professor Yuen Yuen Ang talks about her new book, China’s Gilded Age.

https://www.lawfareblog.com/chinatalk-how-corruption-works-china

For more on this theme:

As coronavirus cases explode in Brazil, so do investigations into alleged corruption

New anti-corruption plans presented in the European Parliament

Watchdog Urges Bulgaria To Protect Anti-Corruption Reporter After Death Threats

Extreme corruption on charge sheet of Mexico’s ex-PEMEX director

Two Former Panama Presidents Indicted for Corruption and Money Laundering

U.S. charges ex-Panama president's sons with bribery, money laundering

Putin’s Relative Elected as Head of Anti-Corruption Party

Exclusive: Corruption allegations in Namibian 5G deal with Huawei

Mexico expects blockbuster corruption case with return of former Pemex chief

Nigeria anti-corruption chief suspended, accused of graft
https://apnews.com/81bb581ffbd9f2680b0145efc0de4ac8

Corruption is rife in the COVID-19 era. Here's how to fight back

Can Iraqi government control corruption at border outlets?
**DRUG TRAFFICKING**

**Mexico’s Jalisco New Generation Cartel blazes a bloody trail in rise to power**
*Kevin Sieff – The Washington Post: 10 July 2020*

The Jalisco New Generation Cartel has hundreds of officials and thousands of civilians across Mexico. According to U.S. officials, the cartel controls the movement of more than a third of all drugs consumed in America. But until it recently started hitting the elite, no one in power thought to intervene. Now they are paying attention and taking action.


**Colombian cartels killing those who don’t obey their Covid-19 lockdowns**
*Joe Parkin Daniels – The Guardian: 15 July 2020*

Armed groups with ties to drug cartels are enforcing their own COVID-19 lockdown orders in Colombia — and killing people who don’t comply, Human Rights Watch says.


For more on this theme:

**DEA warns of meth made to look like candy, 'like Flintstone vitamins,' in the Midwest**

**Was ‘IS’ trying to sell €1 billion worth of drugs in Europe?**
https://www.dw.com/en/was-is-trying-to-sell-1-billion-worth-of-drugs-in-europe/a-54077440

**Drug overdoses: The hidden epidemic in the pandemic**

**Lockdown did nothing to stifle drugs trade**

**Confessions of a Chinese Fentanyl Trafficker: ‘I’m Really Afraid of Hurting People’**

**How Mexico’s Drug Cartels Are Profiting From the Pandemic**

**The U.S. Opioid Epidemic**
https://www.cfr.org/backgrounder/us-opioid-epidemic

**Drug trafficking growing as crackdown and COVID-19 restrictions ease**

**Commentary: Southeast Asia is now dominant in the illegal drugs trade**
TRAFFICKING IN SCARCE OR PROTECTED RESOURCES


*Aron White – Royal United Services Institute: 13 July 2020*

Legislation governing the wildlife trade in China has changed as a result of the current pandemic. Still, a great deal remains to be done.


---

**Wildlife traffickers target lion, jaguar and leopard body parts as tiger substitutes**

*Patrick Greenfield – The Guardian: 10 July 2020*

From rhino horns to pangolin scales to rosewood, the world has seen increases and decreases in the illicit trade of plants and animals during the past five years, according to a new report from the United Nations Office on Drugs and Crime.


Full report:

**World Wildlife Crime Report 2020**


*For more on this theme:*

**Illegal Sand Mining a Deadly Beat for India's Journalists**


**How Rwanda's new export certificate will curb illegal mineral imports**


**Iranian fleet accused of stealing Somalian fish despite acute food shortage**


**Trading Faces: A snapshot of the online ivory trade in Indonesia, Thailand and Viet Nam with an update in 2019**


**How can we stop people wanting to buy illegal wildlife products?**


**Banks on alert as soft commodities trade targeted by wildlife traffickers**


**After the coronavirus, China moves to kick its exotic meat habit**


**Coronavirus: South Asia sees rise in poaching during lockdowns**

HUMAN TRAFFICKING AND IRREGULAR MIGRATION

New British-French deal to fight “vile people smuggling”
The Associated Press: 12 July 2020
France and the United Kingdom have reached an agreement to create an intelligence cell to crack down on gangs facilitating illegal channel crossings and people smuggling.
https://apnews.com/ff3331900121a4bd5d00dce7add6e39a

India asks local leaders to boost anti-trafficking drive amid virus threat
Anuradha Nagaraj – Reuters: 15 July 2020
The Indian government is establishing anti-human trafficking units in every district and strengthening them in states to curb trafficking in the wake of the COVID-19 outbreak.

For more on this theme:
Turkey’s Refugee Resilience: Expanding and Improving Solutions for the Economic Inclusion of Syrians in Turkey
Refugees Could Help Solve Lebanon’s Economic Crisis
Minor girls’ human trafficking: Gender rights groups seek judicial probe, civil society audit
Cabin Crew to be Better Equipped to Prevent Human Trafficking
EU, Africa fighting human trafficking together – Lamorgese
People Smuggling, a Lucrative ‘Business’ During COVID-19
https://foroyaa.net/people-smuggling-a-lucrative-business-during-covid-19/
Build Resilient Economies In Africa To Mitigate Migration Crisis, Evarist Bartolo Says
The Forgotten Victims Of The Pandemic: An Ongoing Migration Crisis
European Commission lists Strategies for Bosnia and Herzegovina
http://www.sarajevotimes.com/165137-2/
ORGANIZED CRIME

Organized Crime and the Coronavirus in Mexico
Gary J. Hale and Nathan P. Jones – Rice University’s Baker Institute for Public Policy: 8 July 2020

Gary J. Hale and Nathan P. Jones published a policy brief that looks at the disruption of illicit supply chains during the pandemic and the potential for an expansion of predatory activities by criminal cartels.

Venezuela: UN releases report on criminal control of mining area and wider justice issues
United Nations Human Rights Office of the High Commissioner: 15 July 2020

The Venezuelan government has done little to clamp down on the violent, brutal behavior of criminal groups who control mining in a region largely inhabited by Indigenous communities, according to a report submitted to the U.N. Human Rights Council.

For more on this theme:
Mafia and the Chinese

Mexico's spiraling criminal market

Special ACFCS/GFI Webinar Series: Inside the Illicit Gold Trade – Using Financial Tools and Public Policy to Fight Money Laundering

What the EncroChat Busts Tell Us About Organised Crime in Europe

Organized Crime Groups Exploit Africa’s Mobile Money Industry
https://www.hstoday.us/subject-matter-areas/cybersecurity/organized-crime-groups-exploit-africas-mobile-money-industry/

COVID-19 is increasing the power of Brazil’s criminal groups
https://blogs.lse.ac.uk/latamcaribbean/2020/05/28/covid-19-is-increasing-the-power-of-brazils-criminal-groups/

The Pandemic Has Triggered Dramatic Shifts in the Global Criminal Underworld
https://foreignpolicy.com/2020/05/08/coronavirus-drug-cartels-violence-smuggling/

COVID 19 and organized crime: »Latin American governments are in a state-making competition with crime«
PROGRAM ON CYBER SECURITY STUDIES (PCSS)

PRIVACY AND SECURITY

EU court strikes down EU-US data protection deal
Vincent Manancourt – Politico: 16 July 2020

A European Court of Justice ruling is the latest twist in a campaign by privacy-rights activists in Europe to prevent personal information from being transferred to countries with looser protections.
https://www.politico.eu/article/eu-court-strikes-down-privacy-shield/

For more on this theme:

(Asia) APAC parents hide internet activity from children more than cyber attackers

(U.S.) U.S. Cybersecurity Preparedness and H.R. 7331, the National Cyber Director Act

(China, Hong Kong) VPN providers rethink Hong Kong servers after China’s security law

CYBER STATECRAFT

The Defense Bill Could Rewrite How the US Does Cyber Defense
Patrick Tucker – Nextgov: 13 July 2020

A proposed Office of Joint Cyber Planning would help government and private organizations respond more quickly to cyber attacks mounted from Russia, China and elsewhere.

For more on this theme:

(U.S., China) Pompeo: U.S. will deny China access to Americans’ data

(North Korea, Global) North Korean hackers linked to web skimming (Magecart) attacks, report says
https://www.zdnet.com/article/north-korean-hackers-linked-to-web-skimming-magecart-attacks-report-says/?mid=1%23cid=1481592

(U.S., Russia) Researchers tie email fraud campaign aimed at Fortune 500 firms to Russian scammers
https://www.cyberscoop.com/agari-email-fraud-russian-scam/
CYBER ATTACKS, THREATS AND VULNERABILITIES

Malware stashed in China-mandated software is more extensive than thought
Dan Goodin – Ars Technica: 14 July 2020

A few weeks ago, security researchers exposed malware inside tax software that the Chinese government requires companies to install. Now there’s evidence that the high-stealth spy campaign was preceded by a separate piece of malware that employed equally sophisticated means to infect taxpayers in China.
https://arstechnica.com/information-technology/2020/07/malware-stashed-in-china-mandated-software-is-more-extensive-than-thought/?mid=1#cid=1569688

For more on this theme:
(U.S.) Ransomware gangs are doing their homework before encrypting corporate data
https://www.cyberscoop.com/ransomware-dhs-ibm-maze/

(GLOBAL) Dangerous Android Malware Returns To Beat Google Play Store Protection

(U.S., Global) Wells Fargo wants employees to delete TikTok from company phones
https://www.engadget.com/wells-fargo-tik-tok-ban-180217340.html?guccounter=1

(U.S., Global) A hacker is selling details of 142 million MGM hotel guests on the dark web

CYBER CRIME AND TERRORISM

Germany proposes first-ever use of EU cyber sanctions over Russia hacking
Kristie Pladson – Deutsche Welle: 12 July 2020

The German government has officially called for the use of a new European Union sanctions framework to target Russian individuals following the 2015 hack attack of the German parliament’s information technology system.

For more on this theme:
(U.K.) Survey reveals worst areas for cyber crime across UK
https://www.newspostleader.co.uk/read-this/survey-reveals-worst-areas-cyber-crime-across-uk-2915758

(U.K.) Authority looking to train next generation of hackers - to fight cyber crime

(Liberia) Gov’t to Get First Cyber Crime Forensic Lab
PUBLIC/PRIVATE PARTNERSHIP

House’s DHS funding bill would create public-private cyber center
Derek B. Johnson – Federal Computer Week: 8 July 2020

The Cybersecurity and Infrastructure Security Agency would receive a hefty budget increase and establish a joint cyber security center under a $56 billion Homeland Security funding bill crafted by the House Appropriations Committee.


For more on this theme:

(Global) How to build a public-private cybersecurity partnership for the modern era

(U.S.) Rep. John Katko unveils national cybersecurity improvement package

(U.S.) Only a Public-Private Partnership Can Secure the Electric Grid

CYBER PROTECTION OF CRITICAL INFRASTRUCTURE

The key to securing the defense industrial base is collaboration
Teresa Shea – Defense News: 16 July 2020

To effectively protect the defense industrial base, the government and private sector must work to secure U.S. critical infrastructure. Organizations should collaborate to bolster the nation’s cyber resiliency and collectively defend against malicious cyber actors.

https://www.defensenews.com/opinion/2020/07/15/the-key-to-securing-the-defense-industrial-base-is-collaboration/

For more on this theme:

(Ukraine) Ukraine intends to regulate the procedure for identifying critical infrastructure facilities and the measures for their protection

(Global) The Invisible Attackers Waiting at Your Industrial Systems Gate: Be Wary, Be Prepared, Stay Resilient

(U.S.) Energy Department watchdog finds research labs fail to secure ‘peripheral’ devices like USBs
https://www.cyberscoop.com/energy-department-watchdog-finds-research-labs-fail-to-secure-peripheral-devices-like-usb/

(U.S., Russia) To Secure the Election: Tame the Russian Bear in Cyberspace
https://www.cfr.org/blog/secure-election-tame-russian-bear-cyberspace
NOTEWORTHY PODCASTS

Ex-cybercrime police officer on the evolution of fighting cyber threats
Sam Brake Guia – The Sociable: 13 July 2020
This podcast features a discussion with Cindy Murphy, an ex-cyber crime police officer and president and founder of Tetra Defense, to understand how cyber crime has evolved from nothing to the ubiquitous threat that it is today.

For more on this theme:
(Global) Daily Podcast: Ep 1131
https://thecyberwire.com/podcasts/daily-podcast/1131/notes
(U.S.) Stepping up cyber protections for networks on Navy ships
(Global) Cyber Security Today
(Global) Inside the Adversary Exploit Process
https://www.recordedfuture.com/podcast-episode-166/

MASS SURVEILLANCE AND INTELLIGENCE GATHERING

Israel Reauthorizes Shin Bet’s Coronavirus Location Tracking
Amir Cahane – Lawfare: 3 July 2020
Israel has restarted a program that employed its national security agency, the Shin Bet, to track contacts of coronavirus victims through its communication metadata database. It identifies the route of confirmed carriers and the individuals with whom they have been in close contact.

For more on this theme:
(Ireland, Global) Surveillance: How to have a life online, but under the radar
https://www.irishtimes.com/business/technology/surveillance-how-to-have-a-life-online-but-under-the-radar-1.4284823
(India) India’s Great Firewall Against China Could Backfire
(China) The spying game: China’s global network
(U.S., China) TikTok ‘Is Getting Facial Recognition’ For China, Trump Official Warns Americans
PROGRAM ON TERRORISM AND SECURITY STUDIES (PTSS)

ISIS AND FOREIGN FIGHTERS

How Islamic State Could Utilize COVID-19 Woes as Catalyst for African Resurgence
Geebio Gargard – The Defense Post: 9 July 2020

As COVID-19 spread in the West, ISIS warned its members to stay away, turning instead to focusing on Asia and Africa. The author argues that ISIS appears to have rebounded from its defeat in the Levant and is using security and economic gaps caused by the pandemic to launch a resurgence in Africa.

https://www.thedefensepost.com/2020/07/09/is-africa-covid-19/

The return of ISIS? Jihadis fleeing into Asia and detainees in Syria and Iraq pose a greater danger than terrorists returning home
Dr. Francesco Milan – King’s College London: 16 July 2020

Despite governments’ concerns, numbers of ISIS foreign fighters returning home and engaging with violent extremism remain relatively low, says the author, a lecturer in the Department of Defense Studies at King’s College London. Of far greater risk is the growing threat from Islamic State in its former stronghold in Iraq and Syria and in terrorist zones around the world.


For more on this theme:

‘The most dangerous camp in the world’: Inside the Syrian camp for women and children

The Security Threat COVID-19 Poses to the Northern Syria Detention Camps Holding Islamic State Members

Balkan States Find Prosecuting Terrorism a Challenge

ISIS trying to recruit terrorists online, raises concern for Indian security agencies

PERSPECTIVE: Can We Repatriate the ISIS Children?
https://www.hstoday.us/subject-matter-areas/counterterrorism/perspective-can-we-repatriate-the-isis-children/

Corbella: Should ISIS fighters with Canadian citizenship be repatriated?
https://calgarysun.com/opinion/columnists/corbella-should-isis-fighters-with-canadian-citizenship-be-repatriated/wcm/ce6eb088-3a41-4165-a171-3dce7a578323
TERRORISM AROUND THE WORLD

Hezbollah Sees an Opportunity in COVID-19
Sami Moubayed – Center For Global Policy: 15 July 2020

Hezbollah has deployed thousands of medical professionals across Lebanon to help the Ministry of Health fight the spread of the coronavirus. Hezbollah is crediting itself with any success, real or imaginary, against the pandemic.


Iran offers unconditional support to Hamas, Islamic Jihad
Rasha Abou Jalal – Al-Monitor: 13 July 2020

Iran suspended support to Hamas and Palestinian Islamic Jihad when they failed to engage in Syria, but those rifts appear to be mending as the head of the Hamas political bureau, Ismail Haniyeh, said he received a message from Iran’s supreme leader confirming that his country will continue to provide support to the Palestinians. “Iran will spare no effort to support the Palestinian people to restore their right and hold off the evil schemes of the Zionist entity,” the message reportedly read.


For more on this theme:
From 4G to Languages: The Developing Online Jihadist Propaganda Network in India
https://www.orfonline.org/research/from-4g-to-languages-the-developing-online-jihadist-propaganda-network-in-india-69115/

The Next American Terrorist
https://www.thecipherbrief.com/article/united-states/the-next-american-terrorist

CENTCOM chief warns Hezbollah during Mideast tour

Augmenting threats of Abu Sayyaf Group (ASG) in the Philippines

Terrorism in the EU: Terror attacks, deaths and arrests in 2019

Shabaab tries to assassinate top general in Somalia

Hamas calls for Hezbollah and Ansar Allah to ‘unite the ranks’ against Israel

Hurdling The Adverse State-Civil Society Relation Against Terrorism In Southeast Asia? – Analysis
RADICALIZATION AND MESSAGING

The Rise of Religious Radicalisation among Diaspora Albanians
Ebi Spahiu – Balkan Insight: 7 July 2020
Some diaspora Albanians are being targeted for religious radicalization as they seek to connect and reinforce a sense of identity in adoptive states where they do not necessarily feel at home.

Full report:
Religious Radicalisation in the Albanian Diaspora

For more on this theme:
Community elders role in fighting extremism during COVID 19

Both affluent and marginalised vulnerable to terrorism: study

Rehabilitating and Reintegrating Child Returnees from ISIS

Arab states target extremism online — but are they effective?
https://www.dw.com/en/arab-states-target-extremism-online-but-are-they-effective/a-54131183

IRREGULAR WARFARE: PROXY FORCES

Could the Houthis Be the Next Hizballah? Iranian Proxy Development in Yemen and the Future of the Houthi Movement
Trevor Johnston, Matthew Lane, Abigail Casey, Heather J. Williams, Ashley L. Rhoades, James Sladden, Nathan Vest, Jordan R. Reimer and Ryan Haberman – Rand: July 2020
In recent years, Iran has dramatically increased its investment in the Houthi movement, raising speculation that the Houthis will evolve into another regional proxy that serves to protect and promote Iranian interests.
https://www.rand.org/content/dam/rand/pubs/research_reports/RR2500/RR2551/RAND_RR2551.pdf

For more on this theme:
How Will Khadimi Confront Kata’ib Hezbollah?
https://jamestown.org/program/how-will-khadimi-confront-kataib-hezbollah/

Iranian-led militias attack & destroy US logistical convoy in Iraq

US, Allies Fear Lifting of Arms Embargo Could Embolden Iran, Its Proxies
IRREGULAR WARFARE: DISINFORMATION AND MALIGN INFLUENCE

The EU’s Role in Fighting Disinformation: Taking Back the Initiative
James Pamment – Carnegie: 15 July 2020

Amid the coronavirus pandemic, Europe and the West are grappling with a host of dilemmas posed by disinformation and foreign influence operations. While these problems predate the viral outbreak, the public health crisis has certainly exacerbated them. Europe has taken some steps to meet this set of challenges, some of which are already paying dividends.


For more on this theme:

Deepfakes and Synthetic Media in the Financial System: Assessing Threat Scenarios

How You Can Fight Russia’s Plans to Troll Americans During Campaign 2020

Countering Russian & Chinese Influence Activities
https://www.csis.org/analysis/countering-russian-chinese-influence-activities

China’s ‘Wolf-Warrior Diplomacy’

How to Lose the Information War: Russia, Fake News, and the Future of Conflict

The World’s Most Dangerous Alliance
https://www.fdd.org/analysis/2020/07/15/the-worlds-most-dangerous-alliance/

Time to Close the Legal Loopholes that Facilitate Russian Illicit Finance
https://www.fdd.org/analysis/2020/07/12/close-russian-illicit-finance-loopholes/

UK ‘almost certain’ that 2019 election was target of Russian disinformation operation
https://www.cyberscoop.com/uk-russian-disinformation-secondary-infektion/

Winning the misinformation war is like playing a game of ‘whack-a-troll’

Trump confirms 2018 US cyberattack on Russian troll farm

How ‘Chinese’ Social Media Warriors Are Waging a War Against India
CONSEQUENCE MANAGEMENT

CURRENT STATE OF THE CORONAVIRUS

Coronavirus: Russian spies target Covid-19 vaccine research
Chris Fox and Leo Kelion – BBC: 16 July 2020
The hackers have been targeting British, Canadian and American organizations racing to create coronavirus vaccines.

For more on this theme:
China’s CanSino in talks for COVID-19 vaccine Phase III trial overseas
https://www.reuters.com/article/us-health-coronavirus-china-vaccine-idUSKCN24C0HS

Global coronavirus cases rise above 13 million
https://www.reuters.com/article/us-health-coronavirus-global-cases-idUSKCN24E1KB

The Coronavirus Pandemic Will Transform How Vaccines Are Made

European leaders gather for crunch talks on massive coronavirus fund

Here’s how scientists know the coronavirus came from bats and wasn’t made in a lab

Almost all Covid-19 patients with symptoms had at least one of these three, small CDC survey says

India records 1 million cases of Covid-19 ... and it’s the poorest who are hardest hit

Sweden becomes an example of how not to handle COVID-19

Brazil hits grim milestone as COVID-19 outbreak worsens
https://mobile.reuters.com/article/amp/idUSKCN24H32T
CORONAVIRUS, NATIONAL SECURITY AND INTERNATIONAL ORGANIZATIONS

Unprecedented damage by COVID-19 requires an unprecedented policy response
Ceyla Pazarbasioglu and M. Ayhan Kose – Brookings: 10 July 2020

In addition to its incalculable health and human toll, the pandemic has already left an indelible mark on the global economy. Despite the overwhelming fiscal and monetary policy support, the pandemic is expected to trigger the deepest global recession since World War II.


For more on this theme:

European leaders prepare for crucial coronavirus financial compromise

Coronavirus: Financial Inclusion Considerations for Risk-Based Supervision and Its Impacts on the Risk-Based Approach

ASEAN’s COVID19 conundrum
https://www.orfonline.org/expert-speak/aseans-covid19-conundrum/

Mike Pompeo predicts 'whitewashed' WHO investigation of China's coronavirus mistakes

How the Pandemic Is Changing the Economy

The politics of a Covid-19 vaccine

COVID-19 could set back Mideast economies for years

China’s Troubling Vision for the Future of Public Health

Coronavirus pandemic and cyclone will leave many Indians hungry and undernourished

Virtual Meeting: Food Security During COVID-19
Global Democracy and COVID-19: Upgrading International Support
Richard Youngs and Elene Panchulidze – Carnegie: July 2020

The pandemic is causing distinctive political implications across different types of regimes. Policy responses need to be tailored to these contrasting outcomes and risks in the way they seek to advance and uphold democratic rights.

For more on this theme:

Middle East food security amid the COVID-19 pandemic

Podcast: Russian Foreign Policy in a Post-Pandemic World
https://carnegie.ru/commentary/82272

What lies ahead as Jordan faces the fallout of COVID-19

The Lawfare Podcast: COVID-19 and its National Security Implications in the Middle East, South Asia and Africa

Moldova's Degrading Sovereignty Amid Coronavirus Spike
https://jamestown.org/program/moldovas-degrading-sovereignty-amid-coronavirus-spike/

Good Debt, Bad Debt, and COVID Debt

Preventing Covid-19 from Becoming a Hunger Crisis in Africa

European leaders prepare for crucial coronavirus financial compromise

The Pandemic Has Accelerated Demands for a More Skilled Work Force

Coronavirus Pandemic Provides Surprising Momentum to Trans-Eurasian Rail Transportation

The impact of COVID-19 and the policy response in India
Public Enemy: Islamic Republic’s Coronavirus Disinformation
Samira Gharaei – Radio Farda: 7 July 2020

Mark Dubowitz and Saeed Ghasseminajad of the Foundation for Defense of Democracies investigated the Iranian regime’s efforts to minimize the real impact of the coronavirus pandemic and blame its failure to confront the health crisis on the United States. Samira Gharaei of Radio Farda interviewed Dubowitz about the investigation’s findings.


For more on this theme:
Fighting Europe’s Covid-19 Infodemic: Freedom of Expression Concerns

How misinformation spreads on Twitter
https://www.brookings.edu/blog/up-front/2020/07/06/how-misinformation-spreads-on-twitter/

Experts dissect Iran regime’s disinformation campaign as COVID-19 worsens

Google And Amazon Are Inadvertently Funding Covid Conspiracy Sites To The Tune Of $25 Million

There’s a Fake News Pandemic. Could COVID-19 and Trademarks be the Cure?

Iran stepped up propaganda machine as regime botched coronavirus crisis: Report

Japan accuses China of ‘disinformation’ over coronavirus outbreak

Tip: How to spot the actors behind covid-19 disinformation

Disinformation Challenges in a Pandemic
https://www.afsa.org/disinformation-challenges-pandemic

China Missteps With Wild Allegation of a ‘New’ Deadly Pneumonia in Kazakhstan